BIG DIPPER
FREQUENCY/TIME

1. DAILY - (allow 10 mins)
Preferable before closing.

3. MONTHLY - (allow 1 hour)
Preferable before closing.

TOOLS

Rubbish bin, heavy duty rubbish bags, old newspaper or cardboard, a
cutout milk bottle, spatula or scraper, cloth, latex gloves, sponge, plastic
bag and empty milk bottle.

CHEMICALS

All purpose cleaner (Ecolab), Sanitizer (Ecolab),
Effluent care drain cleaner (Ecolab) ONLY if necessary for smell
control and build up.

2. WEEKLY - (allow 30 mins)
Preferable before closing.
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT (PPE)

Latex gloves, mask and goggles.

1. DAILY CLEANING

Ensure Big Dipper is turned off.
Unlock and remove lid that covers basket.
Remove strainer basket from the Big
Dipper unit.

Line newspaper into a plastic bag and
empty strainer basket into the bag.
Dispose of bag.

Rinse the basket and place it back into
unit.
Spray all purpose cleaner and wipe the
surrounding area.

Open wheel cover.
Remove wiper blades and rinse any build
up.

Wipe the canal and put wiper blades back,
ensuring it is clipped in place properly.
Close wheel cover.
Return grease collector to unit.

Rinse lid and clip it back to seal unit.
Spray all purpose cleaner onto all surfaces
and wipe.
Spray sanitizer and air dry.
Turn the unit back on.

Remove grease collector from unit.
Open the rubber cap that covers spout.

Remove contents from the grease collector
into an empty milk bottle, place lid on and
dispose of milk bottle.
Rinse collector and put cap on.

2. WEEKLY CLEANING

Ensure Big Dipper is turned off and
unplugged for safety purposes, and you are
wearing PPE.
Cover floor around unit using newspaper
or cardboard. Unclip the clips and remove
both lids.
To remove the center motor mechanism
gently lift it to expose the inner part of the
grease trap.

Using a cut out milk bottle or any scoop
(used exclusively for Big Dipper) skim out
the grease build up that sits on top.
Dispose into a plastic bag lined with old
newspaper.

Repeat steps of daily cleaning, including
emptying clean strainer basket and grease
collector.
Dispose of bag.

Wash both lids, rinse motor and other parts
throughly.
Attention: Extreme caution needs to be
taken so no water comes in contact with
electrical wires.

Clean all surfaces in machine and
reassemble unit.
Plug machine back into socket and turn
the unit on.

3. MONTHLY CLEANING
NOTE: Repeat steps of weekly cleaning but instead of only skimming the grease, the whole machine should be emptied.

Ensure the rubbish bin is doubled lined
with 2 heavy duty rubbish bags.
Using a cutout milk bottle, scoop out
content throwing in the bin, until unit is
completely emptied

If sediment on the bottom is thick, scoop
it out using a spatula or a scraper (used
exclusively for Big Dipper)

Fill up a container with hot water and rinse
the internal surrounding of the unit.
Ensuring all of the debris is flushed down.
Clean the surround using a cloth or
sponge.

Spray and wipe outside surfaces of the
unit. Reassemble unit.
If the bottom of the unit had lots of
sediment and build up, a fluffy cup of
effluent care drain cleaner can be used.

Open tap and let hot water run through.
Clean surrounding areas well, scrub
rubbish bin, and wash dishwasher area/
sink.
Carefully take rubbish bags to waste area.

